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TOPICS

Software agent technology
Middleware design techniques
Reliability & modeling analysis
E-government engineering
Modeling with UML
Cost modeling and analysis
Component-based software Engineering
Mobile/Wireless computing
Computer & Software Engineering
Communication Systems and networks
Parallel & distributed computing
Technology transfer
Data mining and knowledge improvement
Software architecture
Software testing techniques
Telecommunications
Economic and financial systems
Software reuse and metrics
Healthcare engineering
Requirements engineering
Object-oriented technology
Distributed intelligence systems

Business strategy and information systems
Management Information Systems
Information systems planning and management
Adoption of information technology in organizations
Human factors in information systems
Knowledge acquisition, expert systems
Systems analysis and design methods
Object-oriented enterprise modeling
Knowledge based systems to support database design
Automated mediation in group support systems
Distributed information systems, electronic commerce
Software copyright infringements
Accounting and Financial Information System
Internet Technology
Auditing and IT Governance
Information Quality and Strategy
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